We analyse interactions of Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) in heat selected yeast by comparing them to an unselected pool of random individuals. Here we reexamine data on individual F12 progeny selected for heat tolerance, which have Genome research, 21(7), 1131-1138]. 960 individuals were genotyped at these locations and multi-locus genotype frequencies were compared to 172 sequenced individuals from the original unselected pool (a control group).
Introduction
The determination of the underlying genetic causes of particular phenotypes has progressed greatly in recent years with studies in yeast being at the forefront of the application and development of new techniques [1] . Recent advances in quantitative genetic analysis in yeast have resulted in an unprecedented dissection of the genetic architecture of complex traits. The sequencing of a pool of selected progeny of a hybrid cross has provided high resolution mapping of QTLs for a number of traits [2] [3] [4] [5] . Adding multiple generations via an advanced intercross line approach increases the resolution and sensitivity [6, 7] . In this paper, we analyse data on individual F12 progeny selected for heat tolerance, which have been genotyped at 25 locations identified by sequencing a selected pool. Determining epistatic interactions among QTLs requires the knowledge of genotypes in selected individuals and has been successfully used on progeny of F1 hybrids [8, 9] . Basic quantitative trait analysis of the progeny of F1 crosses, combined with the knowledge of gene function gained through decades of analysis, allows for the determination of causal genetic variation within large QTL regions [8, 10] . Some genetic interactions between these can also be detected but only for very strong non-random associations [8] . Backcrosses help resolve QTL regions and reveal linked sets of causal variants in some cases [11, 12, 13] . Improvements in resolution have been made by pooling selected segregants of F1 hybrids [2, 14] , and by using multi-generational hybrid populations [6, 7] . The issue of interactions/associations of genetic variants is still problematic, however, some progress has been made by sequencing large numbers of individual F1 progeny [9] .
Heat tolerance has been one phenotype studied extensively, first with crosses involving a lab strain [10, 11, 13] , then in 6 pairwise crosses between 4 different populations [8] , then in a pairwise multi-generational cross [6] followed by a 4-way multigenerational cross incorporating the 4 populations originally studied [7] . In the first study large regions were identified that explained some of the phenotypic variation in heat tolerance with an analysis of candidate genes revealing some responsible genetic variation [10] . Further backcrosses revealed a linked set of QTLs within the regions, some of the variation providing heat tolerance coming from the more heat sensitive parent [11, 13] . In the 6 pairwise cross study, a total of 11 QTLs were identified for heat tolerance with low resolution, though none of the crosses had more than 4 QTLs segregating.
Deleting one or the other allele in the hybrid, and measuring the heat tolerance in the resulting hemizygote, confirmed candidate gene involvement. The pairwise 12 generation cross, between the North American (NA) and West African (WA) populations, resulted in a very high resolution determination of 21 to 22 QTLs as opposed to the 4 large QTL regions determined from the F1 cross of the same parents [6, 8] . Here 8 of the variants providing heat tolerance came from the more heat sensitive parent (WA). The 4-way, 12-generation study increased the number of QTLs responsible for heat tolerance identified to 34 [7] .
In the pairwise 12-generation cross, 960 individual heat resistant segregants were genotyped at the 22 QTLs and a few other segregating markers. No 2-locus inter-chromosomal interactions were found under the hypothesis of independence before selection and correction for multiple comparisons when analysing 19 of the segregating sites in the selected pool [6] . This is despite strong evidence of epistasis among the QTLs responsible for heat tolerance and the finding of negative epistatis between two loci in hemizygous double allele deletions. This analysis didn't detect interactions of linked QTLs nor could detect those of multiple gene interactions.
The problem of the "apparent lack of allele fixation and strong interchromosomal interactions after 12 d under selection" was discussed and several hypotheses were proposed [6] . In our work, we apply more sensitive technics for analysis of multiple testing results.
For analysis of associations in the heat selected population, which contains 896 multilocus genotypes after removing those with missing data, we apply a bootstrap based analysis of ordered Relative Information Gain (RIG, [15] ) (developed specially for this study) and a more sophisticated version of false discovery rate control procedure [16] . These methods allow the identification of more than 20 pairs of QTLs with significantly non-random dependences. The requirement of significant differences of RIG between the unselected and heat selected pools measured by fraction of RIG and relative entropy reduces the set of significant pairs to 18. Weak correlations can be significant: statistically significant association does not necessarily mean strong correlation. We consider associations with RIG greater than 0.01 as moderate. There are four moderately correlated significantly dependent pairs: chr15-0172xxx & chr15-1032xxx, chr07-0859xxx & chr15-0172xxx, chr01-0119xxx & chr13-0910xxx and chr10-0420xxx & chr15-0172xxx. These four pairs and three constant loci (only one of two alleles present in the heat selected pool) can be considered as associated with heat tolerance.
Materials and Methods
We used the genotype data for the 960 heat selected individuals from [6] (provided in a supplemental spreadsheet - Table S1 ). Firstly 64 individuals with missing data were identified and removed. There was no bias in those with missing data. Indeed, we consider two samples: the original sample and sample with complete genotypes. To check the hypothesis that complete sample is not biased we test the hypothesis of coincidence of the distributions of NA and WA for each attribute in both samples. We apply 2 tests [17] to check this hypothesis. For this test p-value is the probability to observe by chance the same or greater deviation in two samples if both samples are equally distributed. The minimal p-value for all attributes is 64% (p-values are provided in a supplemental spreadsheet - Table S2 ). As a result there is no evidence to reject the hypothesis of coincidence. It can be interpreted that missed values are missed completely at random (MCAR). It means that removing of incomplete records does not bias sample distributions.
In order to remove the possibility that there may have been bias in the original population before selection, leading to this apparent association due to the selection for heat tolerance, we needed to have the genotypes of individuals from the original pool prior to heat selection. Fortunately, 172 individuals from this study were sequenced as part of the 4-way study [7] to compare sizes of LD blocks (associations due to linkage). We scored each at the 25 loci for the allele to create a control data set for comparison (provided in a supplemental spreadsheet - Table S3 ). As a control group in our study we used these 172 genome sequences of unselected individuals from the pairwise cross [7] , to determine the genotypes at the QTLs and other segregating loci used in the selected individuals. Testing the hypothesis that this complete sample is not biased shows that missed values (present in 7 genomes) in this unselected pool can be interpreted as missed completely at random (MCAR) (p-values are provided in a supplemental spreadsheet - Table S4 ).
To find associations between loci we use several approaches. Relative
Information Gain (RIG) [15] is widely used in data mining to measure dependence. RIG is not symmetric. The greater value of RIG means the stronger the correlation and it is zero for independent attributes. RIG of the locus with respect the locus is defined as:
where ( ) is the entropy of the allele distribution for the locus X:
where is the fraction of genotypes with the NA allele in the locus X among all genotypes, ( | ) is the relative entropy:
where is the fraction of genotypes with the NA allele in the locus Y among all genotypes, ( | = NA) and ( | = WA) are the specific conditional entropies:
where =NA is the fraction of genotypes with NA allele in the locus X among all genotypes with NA allele in the locus Y and =WA is the fraction of genotypes with NA allele in the locus X among all genotypes with WA allele in the locus Y.
One of the most widely used measures of correlation is Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC):
, where is the fraction of genotypes with the NA alleles in the loci X and Y simultaneously among all genotypes, , are the marginal frequencies of the NA alleles in the loci X and Y correspondingly. PCC is also used as a Linkage disequilibrium measure [18] .
In signal recognition the Hamming correlation coefficient [19] is an alternative to the PCC. The normalized Hamming's correlation coefficient (NHCC) is the number of coincident symbols minus the number of different symbols divided by the length of sequences:
For independent binary random variables, the probability of observing by chance the same or greater deviation in contingency , where ℎ( ) is the Heaviside step function ℎ( ) = 1 if > 0 and ℎ( ) = 0 if ≤ 0. 5.2. = / . 6. Correlation is significant with significance level if ≤ , ≤ . This approach can be also applied for ordered PCC and for any other measure of correlation.
To check the identity of distributions of NA and WA in the same locus in heat selected and unselected pools we consider two random variables for each locus: the first variable is whether it is in the heat selected or unselected pool and the second variable is which allele, NA or WA. Independence of these two variables means that selection has no effect for this locus. We apply Fisher's exact test and the 2 test.
'Statistically significant association' does not necessarily mean 'large correlation'.
The multiple testing procedures return lists of statistically significant associations between loci in the heat selected population. But the correlations may be quite small. To select a reasonable level of correlation we retain significant links with RIG>ε for some threshold ε>0 only (for example, ε=0.01).
A second selection is necessary to compare associations in the heat selected populations with the unselected population (control group). For this purpose, we consider the allele distributions in pairs of associated (after selection) loci and calculate the relative entropy [24] with respect to this distribution in the unselected population. A value of zero for relative entropy means that the association is the same in both the selected and unselected groups. Associations with small relative entropy with respect to the unselected population should be additionally tested as they may be caused not by the heat tolerance but be a property of the unselected population. Another measure for change of association after selection gives the RIG ratio: (RIG /RIG ).
Results
Several methods of association analysis, i.e. lack of independence, were applied to these data. Figure 1 and Figure 1 shows the significant differences between heat selected and unselected pools for most of loci. As might be expected the fraction of NA is increased after selection in most of the loci as this is the heat tolerant parent. A perhaps unexpected elimination of NA is observed for locus chr04-0488xxx, however such antagonisitic alleles are known and this one has been discussed in the previous analysis [6] . For eight loci we can see the changing of sign, antagonisim, of differences NA − WA . For three loci of chromosome IV an increase of variability is observed. Figure 1 shows that two of the markers (chr01-0040xxx and chr05-0196xxx) in the unselected pool and three of the markers (chr02-0522xxx, chr04-0488xxx and chr05-0196xxx) in the heat selected pool had alleles from only one of the parents, i.e. they were fixed. Furthermore there are two almost constant markers in the heat selected pool: chr01-0040xxx contains 99.6% WA and chr02-0517xxx contains 99.8% NA. These two markers can be interpreted as constant loci because numbers of observed NA and WA correspondingly are too small. Three markers chr02-0522xxx, chr04-0488xxx and chr02-0517xxx can be interpreted as exactly associated with heat resistance. We exclude these loci from the further analysis of associations. For BToRIG, the number of significant connections with respect to p-value is depicted in Figure 3a . We consider as significant connections with a p-value which is not greater than 0.005 (29 pairs in Figure 4a ). This set includes three pairs found in the previous analysis [6]. The heat selected pool contains 896 genomes. This is large enough a sample so that a weak correlation can be identified as significant. To exclude significantly correlated pairs with really weak correlation we remove all pairs with RIG which is less than 0.01. All pairs with strong and moderate correlation are depicted in Figure 4b .
To identify correlations associated with heat tolerance it is necessary to compare RIG for the same pair of loci in unselected and heat selected pools. We apply two approaches for this purpose: estimation of RIG ratio (RIG /RIG ) and the relative entropy. We consider change of RIG as significant if RIG ratio is greater than 2 or relative entropy is greater than 0.5. Significantly correlated associations with significant changes of RIG are depicted in Figure 4c .
Finally we unite two requirements: a pair of loci can be associated with heat tolerance if the correlation of this pair is significant, the RIG of this pair has significant changes and the RIG is not less than 0.01. The final set of pairs of loci associated with heat tolerance is depicted in Figure 4d . The expected number of false discoveries for this set of pairs is less than one.
Chromosome IV needs additional discussion. Table 1 shows that alleles in the first four loci in IV chromosome (chr04-0454xxx, chr04-0461xxx, chr04-0488xxx and chr04-0496xxx) are not distributed independently with probability 1/2 of NA and WA. For such an equidistribution, the probability of each combination of alleles in four loci is 1/16. The probability of observing by chance the same or greater than in Table 1 deviation in contingency table from this independent equidistribution is less than 10 -300 . Alleles in the first four loci are also not distributed independently with probabilities calculated by samples (these probabilities are different for unselected and heat selected pools, the probability of observing by chance the same or greater deviation in contingency table is less than 10 -300 ). In the unselected pool these four loci are in linkage disequilibrium because the fraction of genotypes with the same marker in all loci is 91% (NA-NA-NA-NA 15% and WA-WA-WA-WA 76%). If we remove the constant locus chr04-0488xxx from the heat selected pool then we also can consider the other three loci as in linkage disequilibrium because the fraction of genotypes with the same marker in all loci is 89% (NA-NA-NA 31% and WA-WA-WA 58%).
However, the locus chr04-0488xxx is located between loci chr04-0461xxx and chr04-0496xxx. Therefore, the strong correlation between loci chr04-0461xxx and chr04-0496xxx cannot be explained by lack of crossovers as can be done for the unselected pool. Statistical comparisons of the heat selected population to the control population now reveal associations due to the selection for heat tolerance above any preexisting biases in the genotypes due to the process of generation of the test population (linkage disequilibrium and inadvertent selection for some variants during the 12 rounds of meiosis and random mating). There remain several 2-way up to an 8-way association between unlinked markers (see Figure 4 ). in Figure 4d as a significant and sufficiently strong association in the context of heat tolerance.
The hypothesis that the unselected pool contains independent loci is not correct as it is shown in Figures 1 and 2 . This fact was the basis for the the usage of correlation change analysis rather than simple correlation analysis.
Three loci become constant in the heat selected pool: chr02-0522xxx, chr04-0488xxx and chr05-0196xxx. Loci chr02-0522xxx and chr05-0196xxx contain NA markers only. Locus chr04-0488xxx contains WA markers only.
We exclude constant loci and keep for analysis only one locus from any pair of loci in strong linkage disequilibrium. After that, we apply two multi testing 
We also find that distribution of chr04-0461xxx & chr04-0496xxx in the two pools are very similar but distribution of three adjacent loci chr04-0461xxx, chr04-0488xxx and chr04-0496xxx are drastically changed. The association between chr04-0461xxx and chr04-0496xxx in selected and in unselected pools is the same and formally we exclude it from Figure 4d . Nevertheless, the situation in chromosome 4 is very special: the combination NA, NA, WA, NA in loci chr04-0454xxx, chr04-0461xxx, chr04-0488xxx and chr04-0496xxx occurs in 31% of genotypes in the heat selected pool and in 0% of genotypes in the unselected pool (Table 1) . Therefore, this association should be considered as a result of selection.
The application of statistical methods developed for other purposes are proving useful in the determination of interactions among QTLs of complex traits, bringing us closer to understanding the entire heritability of traits.
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